


} Find out initial information
◦ Open Source
◦ Whois
◦ Nslookup

} Find out address range of the network
◦ ARIN (American registry for internet numbers)
◦ Traceroute

} Find active machines
◦ Ping

} Find open ports or access points
◦ Portscanners (Nmap, ScanPort)
◦ War Dialers (THC, Toneloc)

} Figure out the OS (nmap, Queso)
} Figure out which service are running on each port
} Map out the network (traceroute, visual ping, cheops)



} Term used among crackers and samurai for 
cracking techniques that rely on weaknesses 
in wetware rather than software; the aim is 
to trick people into revealing passwords or 
other information that compromises a target 
system's security. Classic scams include 
phoning up a mark who has the required 
information and posing as a field service 
tech or a fellow employee with an urgent 
access problem. --From the Jargon File



} Most versions of UNIX come with a whois
} Third-party tools available with capability 

(e.g. Sam Spade)
} Run on the target’s domain name.
} Goal is to find some more information out 

about your target, such as IP addresses as 
well as more ‘mundane’ information such as 
a possible POC, phone numbers, mail 
address, etc.

} Try accessing the ARIN site to do whois 
search (American Registry for Internet 
Numbers)



} Often comes with UNIX or NT box
} Can also use third-party program (e.g. Sam 

Spade)
} Goal is to find out IP addresses

} May also try to simply ping the domain 
name (it will try to resolve the host name to 
an address – which is what you wanted 
anyway – and display this address)



} Based on ping program
} Takes advantage of TTL (time to live) field
◦ Normally when TTL=1 system won’t forward 

packet if next hop is not destination but will 
return a “time exceeded” message.

} traceroute sends out a ping with a TTL of 1, then 2, 
then 3 and so on until it has a packet reach the 
destination.  
◦ This way it will know each intermediate hop will 

be discovered.
◦ Doing this you can often determine the IP address 

for the main router, firewall, etc. the company is 
using.



} Often company will get a range of IP 
addresses assigned to it but may not be 
using all of them (may have some to “grow 
into”).  Question then is which addresses 
that were assigned to it ARE being used?

} Ping sweep often used to do this
◦ You provide the program a range of addresses 

and it determines which systems in that range are 
“alive”

} NAT may affect the amount of information 
that I can obtain.



} OK, now that I know which machines are 
responding (are “alive”), I want to determine 
what services are available (running) on them.

} Port scanners  (e.g. ScanPort, nmap)
◦ Some only scan low numbered ports (1-1024), 

some will allow you to scan all (1-65,525)
◦ Want to do for both TCP and UDP (different scans)



} Several different types
◦ TCP connect scan – tries to connect to each port 

(complete 3-way handshake).  Noisy scan and can 
be easily detected.
◦ TCP SYN scan – set the SYN bit, system will 

respond with SYN/ACK, don’t respond with final 
ACK, thus never complete the connection.  “Half-
open” connection and may not be logged, thus less 
noisy.
◦ FIN scan – if rogue FIN sent to open port it is 

ignored.  If it is sent to a closed port it will 
respond with RST.  Thus if you get something back 
it isn’t open.  Generally very stealthy since most 
system don’t log these packets.
◦ ACK scan – similar to FIN scan except send a rogue 

ACK.



} Don’t forget to see if they have connections 
via modem to the network.
◦ Common to have remote access servers (RAS) for 

mobile employees (e.g. sales force)
◦ May also have “rogue” or unauthorized modems 

attached by employees.

} Separate lesson later on on war dialing.



} OK, now we know which machines are alive, 
and we also know what ports are open on 
them, now we would like to determine what 
OS is running on the system.

} Several different programs will do OS 
identification (Queso, nmap)
◦ Work by sending “abnormal” packets and check to 

see how the system responds
� Different OS’s respond in different ways
� For example:  If a FIN packet is sent to an open port (as 

previously discussed) the correct behavior is not to 
respond to it, however some implementations (Windows 
NT) will respond with a FIN/ACK.



} We’ve got a list of systems and a list of open 
ports on those systems.  We also know what 
the OS is that is running on the system, now 
we’d like to know what services are running 
on those open ports.

} Defaults:  Common port numbers for all or 
specific OS’s.
◦ e.g. port 25 is generally used for mail
� If OS is UNIX system is probably running sendmail
� If OS is NT system is probably running Exchange

} Can also telnet to port on system –
frequently system will display welcome 
banner listing service



} After several traceroutes, you will have a list 
of IP addresses and the hops it took to get to 
them.  May be able to start making guesses 
at what the connectivity is like for the target 
network.

} Some programs are available to automate this 
process
◦ e.g. Visual Ping, Cheops



} We, of course, are more interested in securing 
our systems, so what can we do so that others 
can’t use these techniques against us?
◦ Whois – limit the information that you provide, general 

data as opposed to specific.
◦ Nslookup – try to minimize info in DNS records.  Also 

any address listed should be statically mapped through 
a firewall with only a specific port allowed through.
◦ ARIN web search – not a lot you can do since controlled 

externally.  Try to limit addresses listed to external 
addresses.
◦ Traceroute – can turn off ICMP but this can be useful 

tool too.  Use private addresses inside your firewall.



} Ping – can disable ICMP but then you lose 
valuable tool for your own use.  Use private 
addressing inside of your firewall to limit the 
machines the attacker can ping.

} Mapping the network – block traffic at firewall 
and only allow traffic on specific ports to 
specific machines.



} Back to the attacker’s point of view…
} Now that we have mapped the system, what 

next?
◦ Want to start trying to penetrate.
◦ Goal is to find vulnerability that can be exploited.
� Combination of OS and program being used.  
� Check web to find if any known vulnerabilities exist



} www.cert.org
} www.ciac.org/ciac/
} www.auscert.org.au
} www.atstake.com
} www.insecure.org
} www.securityfocus.com
} www.packetstormsecurity.com
◦ packetstorm.decepticons.org

} numerous other sites







} We keep saying that people are the biggest 
problem, so… 

} Why not train them so we can get rid of (or 
reduce) the problem????

} What types of things would be useful?
◦ General security training
� passwords, social engineering, viruses
◦ Administrator training
� specialized training for specific OS and security devices 

(e.g. firewalls, IDS…), vulnerability/risk assessments, 



} Three steps before penetration occurs
◦ Footprinting
� Attempt to discover information related to Internet, 

intranet, remote access, and extranet activities for an 
organization.

� Analogous to “casing a place for information”
◦ Scanning
� Non-intrusive probing
� Analogous to “knocking on the walls to find all the doors 

and windows.”
◦ Enumeration
� Involves active connections to systems and directed 

queries.



} Step 1:  Determine the Scope of your Activities
◦ The entire organization or a specific location?

� Open source research (look at their web page for example, also view 
the HTML source code, search for newsgroup postings by employees 
or partners, EDGAR (SEC)search…)

} Step 2: Network Enumeration
◦ Attempt to identify domain names and associated networks 

(whois databases, internic)
} Step 3: DNS Interrogation
◦ Determine host names and IP’s (nslookup useful)

} Step 4: Network Reconnaissance
◦ Attempt to determine information about the network

� traceroute



} Network ping sweep to determine if systems 
are “alive” (number of tools to do this).

} ICMP queries to determine a number of 
different things
◦ ICMP can request time (determine timezone of site) 

and address mask information (possibly orient your 
attack to specific subnets)

} Port Scanning – the process of connecting to 
TCP and UDP ports to determine what services 
are running or in a LISTENING state.
◦ numerous tools to do this with different types of 

scans – nmap the “premier” tool



} Attempt to identify valid user accounts or 
poorly protected resource shares.

} Mostly operating system specific so will 
vary greatly depending on target

} A number of tools that are available for 
helping with this aspect.
◦ As an example, finger in UNIX systems (for those 

systems still running it).  Can provide usernames 
and idle times (e.g. is root active?)



} After enumeration, serious penetration 
attempts begin.

} One of the first steps is to determine if a 
known exploit exists for the 
system/services discovered:
◦ CERT advisories

} Seldom does penetration involve creating 
a new exploit or discovering a new 
vulnerability.





QUESTIONS ?????????????????


